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This past week and over Christmas break has been very focused on the Original Work 
project. After completing a majority of my research, I began writing my bill using the 
information I gathered over the past few months. This was a very complicated process as there 
are very specific rules regarding punctuation, section formatting, and titles. Because of this, 
additional research was done throughout the week, as well as a brief mentor visit to discuss the 
second draft of the bill. Along with this, I have continued to work towards my yearly goal of 
updating my digital and binder portfolios every two weeks. This has been a successful goal so far 
which has allowed me to spend less time this week on updating my information and more time 
completing my bill and display board. Additionally, work with my mentor has been successful 
this week. Ms. Petty allowed me to shadow her during docket, which was very helpful toward 
my understanding of court procedure and client interactions.  

This week should be very exciting as the Research Showcase is coming up. While it will 
be stressful to finalize all of my research and assignments, I look forward to sharing my 
information with guests. Additionally, now that my bill on judicial appointment is complete, I 
will follow up with Ms. Jodee Neil about scheduling an interview to discuss next steps. We 
spoke last week about scheduling an interview but due to her travels she was not able to meet 
with me until later. Hopefully Ms. Neil is available soon to review my bill for structural errors 
and provide me with additional connections for submitting it. Since it does need to be sponsored 
by a legislator in order to submit it, her connections in the field will be very helpful towards this 
final step. 


